
My Bunk Bed Buddy



Define Problem

Develop/Design/Innovate a pulley system in order to not have to get up at 

night.



Criteria & Constraints

Constraints (Limitations and Conditions)

1. Must attach to ceiling.

2. Cost of supplies.

3. Time to make pulley.

4. Space to make pulley

Criteria (standards or features to be measured)

1. Ability to attach to ceiling.

2. Hold several items.

3. Be able to be put away.
4. Reach necessary height



Research

• A pulley is a wheel on an axle designed to support weight.

• No exact creation has been made yet.

• A similar invention is the dumbwaiter.

• A pulley with one wheel allows you to reverse the direction of your lifting 

force by pulling down on a rope (that's looped over the wheel), lifting your 

weight.



5 Vocab words you need to know

1. Word: Pulley

Definition: a wheel with a grooved rim around which a cord passes. It acts to change the direction of a 
force applied to the cord and is chiefly used (typically in combination) to raise heavy weights.

2.)       Word: Weight

Definition: the amount or quantity of heaviness or mass; amount a thing weighs.

3.) Word: Storage

Definition: the act of storing; state or fact of being stored.

4.)     Word: Bunk bed

Definition: a piece of furniture consisting of two single platform-like beds connected one above the other.

5.)    Word: Rope

Definition: a strong, thick line or cord, commonly one composed of twisted or braided strands of hemp, flax, or the 

like, or of wire or other material.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/store
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/store


My original idea was a pulley that was 

attached to a string and a backpack. My 

first idea was flawed and did not support 

the necessary weight. I tried other 

materials such as wooden boxes and 

leather bags, but they did not fulfill the 

necessary requirements. I finally tried my 

successful idea which was a pulley, wired 

rope, and a metal and wooden box.

Concept

Sketch



Materials

• Home Depot 109.22mm Carabiner

• 5.4864m of Wire Rope from Home Depot

• 88.9mm Pulley Wheel

• 1.016m Box with handles

• 203.2mm Cup

• Hot Glue

• Hot Glue Gun

• Lighter

• Drill

• Screw Loop

• Flashlight



Procedure

1. Gather Supplies

2. Attach Screw Loop to Ceiling

3. Attach Carabiner to Screw Loop

4. Attach Pulley to Carabiner

5. Loop Wire through Pulley

6. Prepare box with handles( use hot glue gun to attach cups and outer pockets to box)

7. Attach it to longer end of wire

8. Attach Flashlight to Shorter End

9. Drill Holes in Box for Charging Station

10. Add any necessary items to box

11. Keep track of how often I get out of bed



Data Collection Table 

Prototype Weight Tolerance

Prototype 1 10

Prototype 2 15

Prototype 3 25



Data Analysis

• I created my pulley
• I followed my regular sleep schedule and took tally of every time I got out of bed
• A week after once I had my pulley, I completed the exact same test
• I then set up the information and compared
• I noticed that I got up at least twice as much when I didn’t have my pulley
• My results show that my pulley succeeded at its purpose



Data Analysis Graph



Critique and Redesign 

Prototype A 

It was structured and secured to the bed and the wall. It also has a very easy 

takedown.

• It was not able to support the necessary amount of weight.

• I had to change the material for the box, so that it would be able to support 

the weight without breaking.



Prototype 2 Critique and Redesign

• Its main strength was that it was very stable and secure.

• Its main weakness was that yet again the material would not support the 

weight.

• For this one I had to find a better box material and a better adhesive to 

hold it together.



Prototype 3 and Final Critique and 

Redesign

• Its main strength was that it could finally support the necessary weight.

• Its main weakness is that when it is not clipped up it takes up a lot of 

ground space.

• In the future I would make it more vertical than horizontal, so that it would 

take up less floor space.



Evaluate Solutions

My design was very effective because it fulfilled its purpose and cut my night wondering in 
half at least. Both my first and second design had one flaw in the form of not being able to 
support enough weight. With my third attempt it finally worked, but is very space consuming.  I 
tested my prototypes by filling them with the stuff I would usually need and counting the 
difference between how often I would get up at night with and without the pulley.  The first two 
prototypes collapsed while being pulled up, so their performance was less than I expected. My 
third prototype lifted the supplies without any problem. My third prototype far exceeded my 
first two designs. My prototype could be improved further by using stronger materials to give it 
more support and easier lift. My project could have gone wrong if I forgot to put one of the 
supplies like a water bottle, or a flashlight in my pulley. In this situation I would stop for the night 
and restart the next evening.



Application

My experiment affects others because there are many people who face 

similar. I have asked around friends and family who I know have bunk 

beds/loft beds and 95% of them said that it was a large everyday struggle. I 

think my invention could help many people in similar situations at night. 

If I were to repeat this project again I would test more rope materials and 

make more versions of the pulley to test side by side in order to compare and 

contrast different models and materials.
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